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Web Hosting with 24/7 Expert Support





















cPanel Hosting

Our classic full featured, low cost web hosting powered by cPanel and including our expert 24x7 support.























Business Hosting

Extra security, extra resources, premium support and 99.99% uptime SLA for trouble free business web hosting.





















WordPress Hosting

WordPress web hosting, pre-installed and hosted on our optimised platform. Powered by WordPress Toolkit.





















Windows Hosting

Enjoy professional Windows website hosting powered by Microsoft® Windows Server.


























Reseller Linux

Powered by Web Host Manager (WHM /cPanel) our powerful reseller plans provide white label web hosting to sell.


























Reseller Windows

Plesk Windows website hosting with advanced features such as ASP.net, MSSQL and unlimited email.



























Email Hosting

Fully featured personal and business email hosting for any device using your own personalised domain.



























Sustainable Hosting

At eukhost, we are fully committed to becoming a more sustainable company and to doing so at pace. 
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Virtual, Cloud and Dedicated Servers






















Linux VPS

Don’t be left high and dry, choose a managed VPS that gives you professional 24x7 support as well as superior performance and reliability.























Windows VPS 

With lightning fast performance, backed by our expert 24x7 support and featuring the latest Microsoft® Windows server 2022.






















Cloud Servers

Hyperslice managed cloud servers for when uptime, performance, scalability and support are critical for your enterprise.

































Dedicated Servers

Enterprise performance, security and availability with our managed dedicated servers.








Looking for Dedicated Servers outside of UK? Check our International Dedicated Servers. 






























Security and Website Tools
























Remote Backups

Continuous Data Protection with R1soft guarantee.





































Acronis Cyber Protect Backup

Advanced backup and disaster recovery in the cloud with ransomware protection built.



















SSL Certificates

Essential security certificate for your website.























































































Imunify360


Linux-based security suite powered by Plesk to enforce cutting-edge server security.






















Advanced Email Security

Protect your organisation from malware, data leaks, data loss and downtime with Mimecast.























Email Signing Certificates

Digitally sign and encrypt your email and allow recipients to verify your identity.


























Email Spam Filters

Protect your organisation from spam, malware and viruses with SpamExperts.



























All-In-One SEO Tool

Increase traffic and grow your business with our advanced yet easy to use SEO tool.








Want to build a website without coding knowledge? Try our new Website Builder.  

















Search & Register Domain Names For Your Website




Search






․com



£11.99
/yr






․net



£13.49
/yr






․org



£12.99
/yr






․info



£20.49
/yr






․co․uk



£9.99
/yr






See full TLD list
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Managed Dedicated Servers 
Built for Business

When you need class-leading performance, security and availability, our managed dedicated servers give you everything you need to power your business to success.

Looking for a dedicated server outside the UK?

See our newly launched international servers.
















CPU Speed
Cores/Threads
Memory
Disk Size
Price












Professional 1220 4 Core






Low cost, high performance server featuring an Intel Xeon 1220v5 CPU, 8GB of RAM and enterprise class SSD drives.






	





Intel Xeon E3-1220v5


Intel Xeon processors running at 3.0GHz / 3.5 GHz Turbo speed and 8MB cache.



Intel Xeon processors running at 3.0GHz / 3.5 GHz Turbo speed and 8MB cache.


	





4 CPU Cores (4C/4T)


High speed multi-core processing for powerful task handling



High speed multi-core processing for powerful task handling


	





8GB DDR4 (Max 32GB)


The latest DDR4 ECC memory modules for the lowest in-app latency



The latest DDR4 ECC memory modules for the lowest in-app latency


	





2 x 480GB SSD (RAID 1)


2 x 480 GB SSD (480 GB usable space) configured as a RAID 1 array to give resilience, redundancy and security to your data.



2 x 480 GB SSD (480 GB usable space) configured as a RAID 1 array to give resilience, redundancy and security to your data.


	





1 Gbit Port Speed


Super-fast dedicated network ports providing 1 Gigabit per second transfer speeds



Super-fast dedicated network ports providing 1 Gigabit per second transfer speeds


	





10TB Monthly Transfer


Usage of 10TB's unrestricted bandwidth per month



Usage of 10TB's unrestricted bandwidth per month


	





IPv4 IP Address


Dedicated server IPv4 IP address



Dedicated server IPv4 IP address


	





Windows or Linux


A choice of the latest versions of Windows Server, AlmaLinux, Ubuntu or Debian



A choice of the latest versions of Windows Server, AlmaLinux, Ubuntu or Debian











From only



£74.54
/mo ex VAT



based on annual billing cycle




Order Now















Professional 2336 6 Core






6 CPU cores running at 4.8Ghz turbo, paired with 32GB of memory make this server great for busy websites and applications.






	





Intel Xeon E-2336


The latest Intel Xeon processors running at 2.9GHz / 4.8 GHz Turbo speed with Hyperthreading and an 12MB cache.



The latest Intel Xeon processors running at 2.9GHz / 4.8 GHz Turbo speed with Hyperthreading and an 12MB cache.


	





6 CPU Cores (6C/12T)


High speed, hyperthreaded, multi-core processing for powerful task handling



High speed, hyperthreaded, multi-core processing for powerful task handling


	





32GB DDR4 (Max 128GB)


The latest DDR4 ECC memory modules for the lowest in-app latency



The latest DDR4 ECC memory modules for the lowest in-app latency


	





2 x 1TB SSD (RAID 1)


2 x 1TB SSD (1TB usable space) configured as a RAID 1 array to give resilience, redundancy and security to your data.



2 x 1TB SSD (1TB usable space) configured as a RAID 1 array to give resilience, redundancy and security to your data.


	





1 Gbit Port Speed


Super-fast dedicated network ports providing 1 Gigabit per second transfer speeds



Super-fast dedicated network ports providing 1 Gigabit per second transfer speeds


	





10TB Monthly Transfer


Usage of 10TB's unrestricted bandwidth per month



Usage of 10TB's unrestricted bandwidth per month


	





IPv4 IP Address


Dedicated server IPv4 IP address



Dedicated server IPv4 IP address


	





Windows or Linux


A choice of the latest versions of Windows Server, AlmaLinux, Ubuntu or Debian



A choice of the latest versions of Windows Server, AlmaLinux, Ubuntu or Debian











From only



£132.71
/mo ex VAT



based on annual billing cycle




Order Now















Enterprise 4210 10 Core






10 CPU cores and 32GB of memory makes this server great for demanding applications and virtualisation.






	





Intel Xeon 4210


Intel Xeon processors running at 2.2GHz / 3.2GHz Turbo speed and 13.75MB cache.



Intel Xeon processors running at 2.2GHz / 3.2GHz Turbo speed and 13.75MB cache.


	





10 CPU Cores (10C/20T)


High speed, hyperthreaded, multi-core processing for powerful task handling



High speed, hyperthreaded, multi-core processing for powerful task handling


	





64GB DDR4 (Max 384GB)


The latest DDR4 ECC memory modules for the lowest in-app latency



The latest DDR4 ECC memory modules for the lowest in-app latency


	





2 x 1TB SSD (RAID 1)


2 x 1TB SSD (1TB usable space) configured as a RAID 1 array to give resilience, redundancy and security to your data.



2 x 1TB SSD (1TB usable space) configured as a RAID 1 array to give resilience, redundancy and security to your data.


	





1 Gbit Port Speed


Super-fast dedicated network ports providing 1 Gigabit per second transfer speeds



Super-fast dedicated network ports providing 1 Gigabit per second transfer speeds


	





10TB Monthly Transfer


Usage of 10TB's unrestricted bandwidth per month



Usage of 10TB's unrestricted bandwidth per month


	





IPv4 IP Address


Dedicated server IPv4 IP address



Dedicated server IPv4 IP address


	





Windows or Linux


A choice of the latest versions of Windows Server, AlmaLinux, Ubuntu or Debian



A choice of the latest versions of Windows Server, AlmaLinux, Ubuntu or Debian











From only



£217.05
/mo ex VAT



based on annual billing cycle




Order Now















Enterprise 4210 20 Core






6 CPU cores running at 4.8Ghz turbo, paired with 32GB of memory make this server great for busy websites and applications.






	





2 x Intel Xeon 4210


Intel Xeon processors running at 2.2GHz / 3.2GHz Turbo speed and 13.75MB cache.



Intel Xeon processors running at 2.2GHz / 3.2GHz Turbo speed and 13.75MB cache.


	





20 CPU Cores (20C/40T)


High speed, hyperthreaded, multi-core processing for powerful task handling



High speed, hyperthreaded, multi-core processing for powerful task handling


	





64GB DDR4 (Max 768GB)


The latest DDR4 ECC memory modules for the lowest in-app latency



The latest DDR4 ECC memory modules for the lowest in-app latency


	





2 x 1TB SSD (RAID 1)


2 x 1TB SSD (1TB usable space) configured as a RAID 1 array to give resilience, redundancy and security to your data.



2 x 1TB SSD (1TB usable space) configured as a RAID 1 array to give resilience, redundancy and security to your data.


	





1 Gbit Port Speed


Super-fast dedicated network ports providing 1 Gigabit per second transfer speeds



Super-fast dedicated network ports providing 1 Gigabit per second transfer speeds


	





10TB Monthly Transfer


Usage of 10TB's unrestricted bandwidth per month



Usage of 10TB's unrestricted bandwidth per month


	





IPv4 IP Address


Dedicated server IPv4 IP address



Dedicated server IPv4 IP address


	





Windows or Linux


A choice of the latest versions of Windows Server, AlmaLinux, Ubuntu or Debian



A choice of the latest versions of Windows Server, AlmaLinux, Ubuntu or Debian











From only



£276.93
/mo ex VAT



based on annual billing cycle




Order Now















Enterprise NVMe 4210R 20 Core






6 CPU cores running at 4.8Ghz turbo, paired with 32GB of memory make this server great for busy websites and applications.






	





2 x Intel Xeon 4210R


Intel Xeon processors running at 2.4GHz / 3.2GHz Turbo speed and 13.75MB cache.



Intel Xeon processors running at 2.4GHz / 3.2GHz Turbo speed and 13.75MB cache.


	





20 CPU Cores (20C/40T)


High speed, hyperthreaded, multi-core processing for powerful task handling



High speed, hyperthreaded, multi-core processing for powerful task handling


	





128GB DDR4 (Max 768GB)


The latest DDR4 ECC memory modules for the lowest in-app latency



The latest DDR4 ECC memory modules for the lowest in-app latency


	





2 x 480 SSD (Boot)


2 x 480 GB SSD + 2 x 2 x 1TB NVMEe SSD (1TB usable space) configured as a RAID 1 array to give resilience, redundancy and security to your data.



2 x 480 GB SSD + 2 x 2 x 1TB NVMEe SSD (1TB usable space) configured as a RAID 1 array to give resilience, redundancy and security to your data.


	





2 x 1 TB NVMe SSD (Data)


2 x 480 GB SSD + 2 x 2 x 1TB NVMEe SSD (1TB usable space) configured as a RAID 1 array to give resilience, redundancy and security to your data.



2 x 480 GB SSD + 2 x 2 x 1TB NVMEe SSD (1TB usable space) configured as a RAID 1 array to give resilience, redundancy and security to your data.


	





1 Gbit Port Speed


Super-fast dedicated network ports providing 1 Gigabit per second transfer speeds



Super-fast dedicated network ports providing 1 Gigabit per second transfer speeds


	





10TB Monthly Transfer


Usage of 10TB's unrestricted bandwidth per month



Usage of 10TB's unrestricted bandwidth per month


	





IPv4 IP Address


Dedicated server IPv4 IP address



Dedicated server IPv4 IP address


	





Windows or Linux


A choice of the latest versions of Windows Server, AlmaLinux, Ubuntu or Debian



A choice of the latest versions of Windows Server, AlmaLinux, Ubuntu or Debian











From only



£357.18
/mo ex VAT



based on annual billing cycle




Order Now





















 Looking for Windows hosting?
 Looking for WordPress hosting?



Prices to include VAT?















 Looking for Windows hosting?



 Looking for WordPress hosting?



Prices to include VAT?

















Designed for Performance

Enterprise-class dedicated servers powered by Intel Xeon CPUs.




Security You Can Trust

Out of the box server hardening and optional, next-gen firewalls provide a fully secure server environment.




Keeping Your Data Safe

Our backup and replication services, together with encryption, ensure your data is kept safe.










Dedicated Server HighlightsProfessionally hosted managed dedicated servers






24x7 Pro Support

Available when you need us, our team of professionals is never more than a call or live chat away, whatever the hour.






Proactive Monitoring

Should our monitoring flag an issue, our team is ready to respond. We will often fix a problem before you’re even aware.






The Managed Difference

Our management is designed to be flexible and provides support far beyond what other hosts typically provide.






Windows or Linux

A choice of the latest versions of Windows Server, Linux CentOS, Ubuntu or Debian with all dedicated servers.




 The best available


Intel Xeon Processors

For class-leading performance, we only use Intel Xeon processors across our server range.






Lightning-Fast Storage

Choose SSD based storage to enjoy lightning-fast data access and retrieval, together with outstanding reliability.






Next-gen Firewalls

Upgrade your dedicated server with a FortiGate firewall and enjoy advanced security services.






IPv4 Address

An IPv4 address included in the price of every server.
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Why Dedicated Server?For Reliability, Performance and Scalability.

Dedicated servers are reserved solely for a single user. This lets you as a user to tailor both the hardware and software to meet your performance and availability targets. If desired, multiple servers can be deployed to cater to different services and, with the addition of a FortiGate firewall, load balancing can be achieved for true scalability.









Performance

Choose the processor speed, number of cores and disks and take full control of your private server environment.




Isolation

Unlike VPS and cloud, no resources are shared in dedicated hosting- giving complete isolation from other clients.




Scalability

Scale vertically by upgrading your server or horizontally by adding clustering or load balancing. The choice is yours.




Control

Run your environment as you see fit or have us manage it for you. You are always in full control.














Eradicate IO bottlenecksChoose an SSD based dedicated server.

Your applications will run faster, backups and restoration will be performed quicker and your server will respond more rapidly. With no moving parts and lower power, SSDs are more reliable and greener.
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How will an SSD increase performance?






Dynamic applications will run faster

Applications that rely on database access, such as WordPress and Magento, will run non-cached queries and data writes much quicker. This reduces page load times and lowers visitor bounce rates.






More visitors, fewer slowdowns

As SSDs can perform thousands of simultaneous reads and writes, your application doesn’t need to wait around for your storage. This enables your dedicated server to handle more visitors and higher loads.






Backup and replication will work quicker

Traditional HDD hard disks can struggle with the load of backing up or replicating large amounts of data, greatly reducing performance. With SSDs, performing backups is quicker and you won’t need to reduce backup or replication frequency, SSDs.






Less maintenance downtime

Your server will boot faster and patches and updates will be applied quicker, meaning maintenance windows are often greatly reduced.












Let Us Build You a Server Solution.
Our Dedicated Team, Your Dedicated Solution!

As the world’s leading independent hosting provider, we have over 2 decades of experience in architecting, building and managing solutions that empower our clients.
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Cost-effective Management

Employing an in-house server administration team can be very costly, especially for businesses that require round the clock monitoring and maintenance of their systems. Our enterprise support team provides a cost-effective way to manage your system while ensuring it is in safe hands.
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High Performance

We will work with you to study your application and tailor a solution specifically for your usage scenario. This way, we can ensure you make the most of your investment and not waste money on unnecessary hardware upgrades.
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Security You Can Rely Upon

Our team can develop and implement a security policy that works for you and meets both your internal and regulatory requirements, such as GDPR. Services include intrusion detection and prevention, application firewall configuration, DDoS protection, email security and more.
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Business Continuity

Ensuring you can continue doing business should the worst ever happen is a critical concern for any business. With access to multiple, independent data centres, combined with our expertise in offering geographical redundancy, off-site backups and replication services, we can create a continuity plan that meets your exact criteria.




Arrange a Callback









What’s the difference between VPS and Dedicated Hosting? 


The key difference between a VPS and dedicated hosting is size and performance. With a dedicated server, you get an entire physical server solely for your own use, providing enormous storage and blistering performance. A VPS is a miniature version of a dedicated server. These are built using virtualisation technology that creates a series of virtual private servers on a single physical server.



VPS hosting is a solution that sits midway between shared and dedicated hosting. With its own operating system, it offers more freedom for customers as well as far more resources than shared hosting.
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VPS Hosting

Think a VPS Hosting solution might be right for you?




Check VPS Hosting Plans
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Dedicated Hosting

Sill looking for a Dedicated Hosting Solution?




Check Dedicated Hosting Plans














24x7 support

We pride ourselves on the quality of our support. We offer live chat, phone and ticket support and will never leave you high and dry.

For 24x7 support or Free migration, contact us:























24x7x365

Our team are here when you need us, no matter the hour.






Phone, Live chat or Ticket

We make it easy to get in touch when you need us.






Fast response time

We aim to respond to ticket with 15 minutes and always aim for a first-time fix.






Expertise

Our staff hold a range of certification, including Microsoft MCSE, Cisco CCNA, Red Hat, cPanel expert, Plesk expert and more.






Proactive monitoring

With a choice of monitoring levels, we will often fix a problem before you are even aware it has happened.






Free Migration

If you are moving host, our team will migrate your website for free. It is all part of the service.

















Reviews Read what our customers have to say about us.

We are regularly rated 5 stars by our customers and with over 3,000 reviews on Trustpilot and Facebook, you can see for yourself why you can trust us to power your website.





Excellent



4.9 based on  reviews



























Dedicated Server Hosting FAQs
Frequently asked questions with answers.





What is a Dedicated Server?





A web server is a powerful computer that serves information/data to other computers. This can be client computers on a local network or computers and other devices connected to the Internet. Dedicated server is a type of web hosting where customers lease an entire server for their dedicated usage.









How do Dedicated Servers work?





Dedicated servers are an expensive piece of equipment and require IT expertise to install and manage in-house. Dedicated server hosting provides a cost-effective solution whereby customers can lease the server rather than invest a steep upfront cost to buy it. With a managed solution, customers can have the host look after the setup and management on their behalf.









Will I be charged anything if I need support?





We do not charge for any technical support covered under our Service Level Agreement. Should you need to contact us, you can reach our support team via live chat or support ticket 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 









Are there any minimum term contracts with your servers?





There are no long term contracts with any of our services. However, due to the cost of setting up and disconnecting servers at the data centre, we require 30 days advance notice to cancel an active dedicated server. For full details, please refer to our SLA. 









Will you access our server without first asking?





Only if absolutely necessary. We understand some customers need total control over their server, so, at your request, we can add an instruction to your account requiring our technicians to acquire permission first. 









Do you offer a 30 day money back guarantee with dedicated servers?





Dedicated servers are exempt from our money back guarantee because of the cost of setting up and disconnecting servers. Refunds will only be provided where we are legally required to do so (e.g. in accordance with your statutory rights). 









What experience do I need to run a dedicated server?





If you choose a server with a control panel, such as cPanel or Plesk, then little knowledge is required. In most cases, you can manage your server solely through the control panel’s simple, web-based interface. However, once you have placed your order, our team are always on hand to support you in setting up and configuring your server if you don’t have the experience to do this yourself. 

If you choose not to have a control panel, then some knowledge of server administration is recommended. 









Do you provide full root access with your servers?





All servers come with full root SSH / RDP access. You have full control over your server. 









How long will my server take to be activated?





For off-the-shelf server models (single CPU with default hardware configuration) we still aim to activate these within 1-2 hours.

For servers where hardware upgrades have been purchased and/or dual CPU configurations, expected setup time currently will vary from 1-8 days. (up from the 2 to 72 hours we would expect under normal circumstances).

In the case of bespoke configurations, as always, please contact a member of our team and will endevour to provide an ETA.









What are the advantages of dedicated server hosting?





From a financial perspective, dedicated server hosting removes the need for capital expenditure on expensive hardware and replaces it with a more manageable monthly fee. The best dedicated hosting comes with managed services that reduces customers’ workload so that their IT teams can focus on business oriented projects. They also provide 24/7 technical support to help sort out any problems quickly.  

It is possible to build entirely bespoke dedicated server solutions where companies can choose the physical makeup of their own server and create tailored management and security solutions in line with their specific needs.









Who should buy Dedicated Server Hosting?





Dedicated Servers are designed for businesses that need significant computing resources, such as to store large quantities of data, run resource-heavy applications and workloads, and host large and busy websites. They are also ideal for those who need exceptional performance and greater control over their server environment.









What is the difference between Self-Managed Dedicated Server Hosting and Fully Managed Dedicated Server Hosting?





Essentially, with self-managed dedicated hosting, the web host provides the physical hardware and ensures that it stays working and available, while the customer takes care of all the server administration and management tasks. Fully managed dedicated hosting is where the host takes care of all the server management and administration tasks as well, freeing up the customer to focus on other matters.  

However, these are just the two ends of the scale. Customers can create a partially managed dedicated hosting solution if it suits their needs.  









What’s the difference between Linux and Windows?





Linux and Windows are two different types of operating systems that dedicated servers can use. Which one you need depends on the server environment you want to create and the applications you want to run. With Linux dedicated hosting, you can choose your own distribution version, such as CentOS, Ubuntu and Debian. With Windows dedicated hosting, you can use the latest versions of Windows.  









What type of website should not use Dedicated Server Hosting?





While all websites can be hosted on a dedicated server, dedicated server hosting isn’t a cost-effective solution for smaller websites or those receiving low numbers of visitors. A dedicated server provides enormous hosting resources and this is reflected in the price. Smaller websites are better suited to shared hosting or VPS which will both provide adequate resources for their needs but at more affordable prices. 

When it comes to larger and busier websites, some organisations may prefer to host their website in the cloud rather than use a dedicated server as there is greater capacity for scaling up resources on-demand to cope with unexpected spikes in traffic. 









Will I be able to manage Dedicated Server through a web-based control panel?





Absolutely. Our dedicated server hosting comes with a choice of using the industry-leading cPanel (Linux only) and Plesk (Windows and Linux) control panels. Both of these enable you to control your hosting via user-friendly, web-based interface.









Is there any downtime while upgrading from a VPS to a dedicated server?





Unfortunately, the process of transferring DNS from VPS to dedicated servers during an upgrade does result in downtime of up to 24 hours, though this is usually less. This process is beyond our control and affects every customer, regardless of who their web host is.  









What is RAID and do you offer RAID with your dedicated servers?





RAID is a technology used to increase the performance and reliability of disk storage on dedicated servers. It is a standard inclusion with all our dedicated servers.









Are your dedicated servers customizable?





Yes, we offer customizable dedicated server options where customers can select specific configurations and add-ons to meet their specific needs.









Are your dedicated servers compatible with specific software or technologies?





Our dedicated servers are compatible with a wide range of software and technologies. We can provide more information on specific compatibility upon request.









Do you offer any additional services or add-ons for your dedicated servers?





Yes, we offer a variety of additional services and add-ons for our dedicated servers, such as managed services, backup solutions, and custom configurations.















Ready For Amazing Hosting?Contact our team now

Our product experts are available to help you find the perfect solution for your organisation. We are available via live chat 24x7 or by phone from 9 am to 5 pm (GMT), Monday to Friday.
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(+44) 0113 320 1348

Telephone
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Open Live Chat

Staff online now















Request a Call Back


×







Full Name:

{{ errors.first('full_name') }}




Company Name:

{{ errors.first('company_name') }}




E-Mail Address:

{{ errors.first('email') }}




Phone Number:

{{ errors.first('number') }}




Preferred Contact Method:
Please select a contact method
Phone
Email
Videocall


{{ errors.first('contact_method') }}




Tell us a little about your requirements:

						
{{ errors.first('content') }}
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Our Accreditations
 Committed to your data security
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